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Boundary in a City 
In Building, Dwelling, Thinking, Heidegger discussed the importance for man to realize existence by concretizing space and establishing the outside-inside 
relationship with the natural world Nowadays, the built world has developed to such an extend that is too large even for man to grasp. The problem is not 
only realizing existence in the natural world but also concretizing space in the ever-enlarging modern city, building a micro environment and boundary within 
the context of a city. 
Boundary in the Modern City 
Technology to Defense 
In city like Hong Kong, gated community evolved to deal with such "modern wilderness". Sophisticated security system with CCTV, complicated password 
system, and teams of security guards, those gated communities created a micro community of surveillance. For more and more city dwellers, being under 
surveillance enables a sense of security. 
Marketing Strategy to Make a Difference 
In Hong Kong, theme living with marketing slogans like "Mediterranean hill town within the Metropolitan" are getting popular. According to Lynch, "A good 
environmental image gives its possessor an important sense of emotional security". Modern developers successfully used marketing strategy to endow 
people with a difference and identity from the indifferent world. 
Can architecture heal the senses of insecurity and anxiety in the modern built world? Does the modern city only add burden to architecture? 
Architectural Boundary: Defense or Difference ？ 
Boundary defines enclosure and distinction, a traditional architectural form to secure and defense. Heidegger says: "A boundary is not that at which 
something stops but, as the Greeks recognized, the boundary is that, from which something begins its presencing." For purposes like securing internal 
values or defending invasion, various typologies of boundary architecture arose: courtyard house, mote, city wall, to name but a few. Can boundary solve 
our problem in the modern time? In the modern context, is boundary an effective tool for physical defense? Or does it serve more to mark a difference, to 
create a controlled environment for emotional security? 
Research Outline - Boundary in a City 
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-boundary as definition 
-boundary as object 
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Research Outline for Site Study 
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Analvtical Drawing boundary in a citv 
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-boundary that changes over time 
-removal of boundary 
-boundary as a generator of fabric 
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Traditional Urban Fabric 
TUNIS, MEDINA 
-boundary as fabric 
-boundary as an extension of fabric 
-interlocking boundary 
- threshold/ procession of entrance 
-delaying time 
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TU LOU, FUJIAN 
-boundary as definition 
-boundary as object 
-inhabited boundary 
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GASOMETER CITY, V IENNA 
-boundary as definition of fabric 
-boundary as object 
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BEIJING CITY 
Courtyard house typologies 
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Courtyard house typologies t z L t a 






Courtyard house typologies 
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TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD IN DAMASCUS, SYRIA 
Boundary and visual path 
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COMMERCIAL STREET 
SAIKUNG, HONG KONG 
-boundary and Time 
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CENTRAL POLICE STATION 
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Traffic Branch Block 
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SITE RESEARCH 
Existing Elevation along Arbuthnot Road 
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Site Photo 
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Central Police Station and Victoria Prison Compound Redevelopment 
BOUNDARY 
IN THE CITY 
Centra! Police Station and 
Victoria Prison Cornpoimci 
Decloveiopmeni; 
The impenetrable wall 
becoiries a ski" breaiii ing “.！ 
the cUy, concaining and reveal 
ing li ic myth or tlie compound 
The new boundary ciirGcts 
pathways, creates urban 
rooms, clolhes the irsner build-
ings anew. VVluU was once 
enclosed and unknown is now, 
connected i:o the city. 
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Site Section B-B 
Elevation along Chancery Lane 
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Elevation along Old Bailey Street 
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Entrances in Old Bailey Street 
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